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Padasalai.Net’s Special- Centum Coaching Team 

Question Paper (2017-2018) 

                                                                            PART – III  

                                                                      MATHEMATICS  

         Xll std                                                          ( ENGLISH VERSION)  

        TIME ALLOWED: 3 HRS                                                                                            MAXIMUM MARKS: 200 

     INSTRUCTIONS :    1)    Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If  there  is  

                                               any lack of fairness, inform the hall supervisor immaditely.  

                                      2 )     Use  Blue or black link to write and pencil to draw diagrams  

        NOTE :                  1)      All questions are compulsory  

                                     2)       Choose the most suitable answer from the given four alternatives 

                                                and write the option code and the correspoinding answer.   

                                                                                                                                                                       40 x1 =40  

       1       The rank of  the  matrix  
    
    
    

     is ……………..a)1            b)2        c)   3     d) 4   

       2        IF A is a matrix of order 3, then   det (KA)……………..  

a) K3 det (A)        b) k2 det(A)     c) k det (A)    d) det(A)  

       3         IF  A = 
  
  

  then  A12 is ………………… a)
  
   

    b)   
  
  

   c)  
  
  

   d)  
  
  

     

4         IF A = 
  
  

, THEN ( adj A) A = ………..  

     a)   
    
    

      b) 
  
  

      c)  
  
   

    d)  
  
  

    

5        p ↔  q is equivalent to 

         a) p → q    b) q → p     c) (p→q) v(q→p)     d) (p→q) ^ (q→p)  

6     The order of –i in the multiplicative group of 4th root of unity is   

  a)4   b)3   c)2  d)1                                                                                                         
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7     Given  (E+c) =8 and E( X-c) =12 then value of c is   a)-2    b)4    c) -4     d) 2 

8    If  f(x) is a p.d.f of a normal distribution with mean µ then        
 

  
 =  a) 1   b)0.5 c) 0 d)0.25  

9   If x= r cos θ , y = r sinθ  ,then 
  

  
 is equal to    a)secθ   b)sinθ   c)cosθ   d)cosecθ  

10   The  curve y2( x-2) =x2(1+x)  has……. 

           a)an asymptote parallel to x-axis  b) an asymptote  parallel to y-axis                                                                          

c)  asymtotes parallel to both axes  d) no asymptotes  

11     If the area of the parallelogram having a diagonal 3i→+j-k and a side i-3j+4k is  

a) 10        b) 6        c)3/2         d) 3     

   12      If                  =64 Then         is        a)32       b)8      c) 128   d) 0  

    13        r =s i +t j     is the equation of  

         a) a straight line joining the point i and  j     b)xoy plane          c)yoz plane   d) zox plane 

  14      If      =1 then value of 
      

      
  is  a)x-iy    b) 2x     c) -2iy   d) x+iy  

 15     The modulus  of the complex number number 2+i   is    a)     b)     c)      d)7  

  16     The  value of  i  + i22 + i 23+ i24 +i25=                a)i        b)-i         c) 1        d)-1  

17       The line 4x+2y= c is a tangent to the parabola  y2=16x then c is    

                    a) -1       b) -2       c)4       d) -4  

18      The angle between the asymtotes to the hyperbola 
  

  
 - 

  

 
 =1 is   

                a) π -2                 b) π-2tan(4/3)       c) 2      
 

 
        d) 2       

 

 
   

19        The line 5x-2y+4k=0 is a tangent to 4x2-y2= 36 then k is 

                 a)4/9        b) 2/3        c)9/4       d) 81/16  

20      If z n= cos 
  

 
 +isin 

  

 
 then z1.z2.z3……….z6 is         a)1        b)-1       c)i     d)-i 

21      The  value of                   a)a       b)i      c)j    d)2a  

22         The rate of change  of the area Aof a circle of radius r is ……… 

             a) 2rπ        b)2rπ
  

  
        c)r2 π  

  

  
         d)π  

  

  
          

 23    The gradient of the curve  y=-2x3+3x +5 at x=2 is   

               a)-20       b)27        c) -16      d) -21       
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24             
  

          is          a) 2   b) 0     c) 1     d ) ∞                           

25      The  value of c in Rolles theorem for the function f(x) = cos 
 

 
  on [π,3π]     

                a)0       b)2π      c)   
 

 
         d)

  

 
     

26          The value  of           
 

 
    is  

                  a)1/12     b)1/30     c)1/24      d)1/20  

 27       The  length of the arc of the curve x2/3  +   y2/3    =4      is   

                    a) 48      b)24       c) 12         d) 96  

 28       The area between the ellipse 
  

   +
  

     =1  and  its auxillary circle is     

                  a)πb(a-b)        b) 2πa(a-b)        c) πa(a-b)              d) 2πb(a-b) 

29   Solution  of 
  

  
  +mx =0, where m< 0 is   

         a)x=cemy   b)x=ce-my   c)x=my+c  d )x=c         

30   The intergrating factor of dx +xdy =e-y  sec2 y dy is  

            a)ex    b)log x      c)1/x       d)e-x ,   

31    The differential equation of all circle with centre at origin is  

        a)xdy+ydx =0     b)xdy-ydx  =0                   c)xdx+ydy   =0     d)xdx-ydy=0             

32      which of the following  is not  a group?   

         a)(zn,+n)    b)(z,+)     c)(Z,.)    d)(R,+)  

33   Variance of the random variable Xis 4. Its means is 2. Then E(X2) IS      

        a)2      b)4    c)6   d)8  

34    The function f(x)=x2-5x+4    is increasing in ……. 

       a)(-∞,1)      b)(1,4)  c( 4,∞)     d) everywhere      

35   The quardratic equation whose roots are   i    

a)  X2+7=0   b) x2-7=0   c) x2+x+7=0  d) x2-x-7=0  

36    The projection of i-j on z-axis …………….. 
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        a)1      b)2  c) 3    d) 0  

37     The direction ration of the  line joining the point (3,4,2)and (5,7,1)are 

a) (3,4,2)   b) (5,7,1,)     c) (2,3,-1)   d) (8,11,3) 

38     The  angle between the vector i-j and j-k is  

           a)
 

 
      b) 

  

 
    c) -

 

 
        d) 

  

 
  

39    The order and degree of the differential equation  sin x(dx+dy)=cosx(dx-dy) 

            a)1,1     b)0,0      c) 1,2   d)2,1  

40    The solution of sec x tanx dx + secytany dy =0 is  

          a)secx+secy =c  b)sec x-sec y=c   c)secx secy=c   d)secx.secy=c 

                                                                     PART-B                

NOTE        (i)  ANSWER  ANY TEN QUESTIONS 

                  (ii)  Q.NO 55  IS COMPULSORY AND CHOOSE ANY NINE QUESTION FROM 

                        THE REMAINING           

                                                                                                                                                                            10X6=60 

 41     Solve by  matric inversion method  x + y = 3,  2x + 3y = 8  

42      Solve the non-homogeneous system of linear equation by determinant method  

                4x + 5y = 9, 8x + 10 =  18 

43     Diagonals of a rhombus are at right  angles .Prove by vector methods. 

44       Find the vector aand cartesian equation of the sphere whose centre is (1,2,3) and which 

          passes  through  point (5,5,3). 

45      State and prove Triangle inequality 

46     Find the equation of the tangent and normal to the parabola x2 +2x -4y+4=0 at (0,1) . 

47     Prove that the curve  2x2  + 4   = 1 and 6x2– 12y2 =1 cut each other at right angles. 

48    (i)   Evaluate          
  

    

         (ii) Prove that    is strictly  increasing function on R . 
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49   Verify Euler’s  theorem for  f(x,y) = 1/       

50    Evaluate              
   

    
 

51    Solve dy/dx +y cot x   =2 cos  x.  

52   Show   that  p ↔ q ≡ ( p → q) Λ ( q → p) . 

53     Prove that the set of all 4th root of unity form an abelian group under multiplication. 

54     In  a  poisson  distribution  if  P (X=2) = P (X=3)  find P(X=5) [given     =0.050] . 

55   a)  Find the probability distribution of the number of sixes in throwing three dice once. 

                                                                        (or) 

       b)    IF n is a positive integer, prove that   
            

            
 
 

       
 

 
          

 

 
    .  

                                                                     PART- C 

NOTE :  (i)   ANSWER ANY TEN QUESTIONS  

              (ii)  Q.NO 70   IS COMPULSORY AND CHOOSE ANY NINE QUESTIONS 

                    FROM THE REMAINING  

                                                                                                                                                                       10X10=100  

 56      A Bag contains 3 types of coin namely RS.1 ,RS.2 and RS.5 .There are 30coin amounting to          

           RS.100 in total . Find the number of coins in each category. 

 57      Altituds of a triangle are concurrent –prove by vector method.  

58      Find the vector and Cartesian equation  of the plane through the points (1,2,3) 

            and ( 2,3,1) perpendicular to the plane 3x-2y+4z-5=0. 

59       P represents the variable complex number z .Find the locus of P, if  Im  
    

    
  = - 2 . 

60       Find the eccentricity, centre ,foci and also vertrices of the hyperbola  

             9x2 - 16y2-  18x  - 64y - 199=0 and also trace the curve.  

61        Find the equation of the hyperbola if its asymptotes are parallel to x+2y-12=0 

          and x-2y+8=   0 , (2,4) is the centre of the hyperbola and it passes through (2,0). 

62       A  ladder of length 15m moves with its ends always touching the vertical wall and  
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             the horizontal  floor . Determine the equation of the locus of a point P on the ladder  

           which is 6m from the end of the ladder in contact with the floor.. 

63        Show that the volume of the largest right circular cone that can be inscribed in a  

            sphere of  radius a is 8/27(volume of the sphere). 

64         Trace the cure   y  = x3 + 1. 

65        Find the area bounded by the curve   y =x3 and the line y = x. 

 66       Show that the surface area of the solid obtained by revolving the arc of the curve 

            Y =sin x from x = 0  to  x =  π about x-axis is  2π [   + log (1+     . 

67       Radium disappears at a rate proportional to the amount present . If 5  of the original 

            amount disappears in 50 years , how much will remain at the  end of 100 years . 

            [TAKE A0 AS THE INITIAL AMOUNT] . 

 68      Show that (Zn , + n)  form group.  

 69      Find  c, µ, σ2, of the normal distribution whose probability function is given by  

              F(x)   = c e—    +   3X                  . 

 70     A)     Find the point of inflection and determine  and the intervals of convexity  

                and   concavity of the Gaussion curve   y =    
 

                                                                 (or)  

            B) solve  ( x2 + y2) dx + 3xy dy = 0 .  

                                                      ********  ALL THE BEST ********  
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